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Public BehaviorPublic Behavior
wait to be introduced wait to be introduced 

Third party introductions are Third party introductions are 
usually preferred, so wait to be usually preferred, so wait to be 
introduced to another at introduced to another at 
gatherings and parties.gatherings and parties.
The junior person will initiate the greetings The junior person will initiate the greetings 
and be the first to bow. The senior person will and be the first to bow. The senior person will 
be the first to offer his hand. A weak be the first to offer his hand. A weak 
handshake or nod of the head may be handshake or nod of the head may be 
sufficient in business circles. sufficient in business circles. 
Elderly people are highly respected, so it is Elderly people are highly respected, so it is 
good manners to greet and speak to them good manners to greet and speak to them 
first, then spend a few minutes with them.first, then spend a few minutes with them.
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Public BehaviorPublic Behavior
show respect towards older peopleshow respect towards older people

Complimenting an elder's good health is Complimenting an elder's good health is 
always appreciated.always appreciated.
You may also show respect towards older You may also show respect towards older 
people by touching your left hand, palm up, people by touching your left hand, palm up, 
lightly to your right elbow when shaking lightly to your right elbow when shaking 
hands or passing objects such as food or hands or passing objects such as food or 
documents. documents. 
Bow at the beginning and end of a Bow at the beginning and end of a 
meeting. An exit bow that is longer meeting. An exit bow that is longer 
than the greeting bow is a sign that than the greeting bow is a sign that 
the meeting went well.the meeting went well.
Eye contact is important to indicate your Eye contact is important to indicate your 
sincerity and attentiveness to the speaker.sincerity and attentiveness to the speaker.
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Public BehaviorPublic Behavior
wearing surgical maskswearing surgical masks
You may beckon someone by extending your You may beckon someone by extending your 
arm palm down and moving your fingers up arm palm down and moving your fingers up 
and down. Beckoning a person by moving a and down. Beckoning a person by moving a 
single finger toward you is considered very single finger toward you is considered very 
rude.rude.
Cover your mouth when yawning or using a Cover your mouth when yawning or using a 
toothpick. toothpick. 
If the Korean national anthem is played in a If the Korean national anthem is played in a 
public place, stand at attention out of respect.public place, stand at attention out of respect.
You will probably see people on the street You will probably see people on the street 
wearing surgical masks. They are wearing wearing surgical masks. They are wearing 
these masks because they have a cold and these masks because they have a cold and 
are trying not to spread germs.are trying not to spread germs.
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Public BehaviorPublic Behavior
Blowing your nose in public Blowing your nose in public 

Like anyone else, South Koreans laugh when Like anyone else, South Koreans laugh when 
something is funny. Don't assume, however, something is funny. Don't assume, however, 
that smiling is always an indication of that smiling is always an indication of 
amusement or approval. Frequently, smiling is amusement or approval. Frequently, smiling is 
used to mask embarrassment and other used to mask embarrassment and other 
feelings of distress.feelings of distress.
Feet are perceived as dirty and should not Feet are perceived as dirty and should not 
touch other people or objects. Men should touch other people or objects. Men should 
take care that the soles of their shoes are take care that the soles of their shoes are 
pointing down. Women are permitted to cross pointing down. Women are permitted to cross 
their legs.their legs.
Blowing your nose in public is considered Blowing your nose in public is considered 
vulgar. If heavily spiced Korean food makes vulgar. If heavily spiced Korean food makes 
your nose run, get up and move away from your nose run, get up and move away from 
the table before blowing your nose.the table before blowing your nose.
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Public BehaviorPublic Behavior
women rarely shake handswomen rarely shake hands

South Korean men greet each other with a slight bow, South Korean men greet each other with a slight bow, 
and sometimes an accompanying handshake, while and sometimes an accompanying handshake, while 
maintaining eye contact. Confer added respect by maintaining eye contact. Confer added respect by 
supporting your right forearm with your left hand supporting your right forearm with your left hand 
during the handshake.during the handshake.

In South Korean business culture, In South Korean business culture, 
women rarely shake hands. women rarely shake hands. 
Western men should not try to Western men should not try to 
shake hands with a Korean shake hands with a Korean 
woman; Western women will have woman; Western women will have 
to initiate a handshake with to initiate a handshake with 
Korean men.Korean men.
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Public BehaviorPublic Behavior
keep your voice quiet keep your voice quiet 

Many forms of physical contact are considered Many forms of physical contact are considered 
disrespectful. Even gestures such as touching someone disrespectful. Even gestures such as touching someone 
on the back or on the person's arm are discouraged. on the back or on the person's arm are discouraged. 
Physical contact is inappropriate with older people, Physical contact is inappropriate with older people, 
people of the opposite sex, or people who are not good people of the opposite sex, or people who are not good 
friends or family. One exception, however, is that people friends or family. One exception, however, is that people 
of the same sex will often hold hands.of the same sex will often hold hands.
While South Koreans are very formal in personal While South Koreans are very formal in personal 
situations, this is not the case when they are standing in situations, this is not the case when they are standing in 
line in public places. Pushing and shoving are line in public places. Pushing and shoving are 
commonplace.commonplace.
When talking or laughing, keep your voice as quiet as When talking or laughing, keep your voice as quiet as 
possible. South Koreans generally assume a soft voice, possible. South Koreans generally assume a soft voice, 
and you should try to do the same.and you should try to do the same.

Criticism of any kind should be Criticism of any kind should be 
done in private.done in private.
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South Korea South Korea 
COUNTRY DESCRIPTION: COUNTRY DESCRIPTION: 
The Republic of Korea (South Korea or ROK) is a highly The Republic of Korea (South Korea or ROK) is a highly 
developed, stable, democratic republic with powers developed, stable, democratic republic with powers 
shared between the president and the legislature. It has shared between the president and the legislature. It has 
a modern economy, and tourist facilities are widely a modern economy, and tourist facilities are widely 
available. English is often not spoken outside the main available. English is often not spoken outside the main 
tourist and business centers. tourist and business centers. The Korea National The Korea National 
Tourism OrganizationTourism Organization ((KNTO)canKNTO)can be reached in the be reached in the 
United States by calling 1United States by calling 1--800800--868868--7567, and has a 7567, and has a 
useful web site in English at http://www.tour2korea.com. useful web site in English at http://www.tour2korea.com. 
The KNTO also operates a telephone information service The KNTO also operates a telephone information service 
in South Korea, which can be reached by calling 1330 in South Korea, which can be reached by calling 1330 
(02(02--1330 from mobile phones) anywhere in the country. 1330 from mobile phones) anywhere in the country. 
The telephone service has English speakers and is The telephone service has English speakers and is 
available 9:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. every day throughout available 9:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. every day throughout 
the year.the year.

http://www.tour2korea.com/
http://www.tour2korea.com/
http://www.tour2korea.com/
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South South 
Korea

After World War II, a republic was set After World War II, a republic was set 
up in the southern half of the Korean up in the southern half of the Korean 
Peninsula while a CommunistPeninsula while a Communist--style style 
government was installed in the north. government was installed in the north. 
During the Korean War (1950During the Korean War (1950--1953), US 1953), US 
and other UN forces intervened to and other UN forces intervened to 
defend South Korea from North Korean defend South Korea from North Korean 
attacks supported by the Chinese. An attacks supported by the Chinese. An 
armistice was signed in 1953, splitting armistice was signed in 1953, splitting 
the Peninsula along a demilitarized the Peninsula along a demilitarized 
zone at about the 38th parallel. zone at about the 38th parallel. 
Thereafter, South Korea achieved rapid Thereafter, South Korea achieved rapid 
economic growth with per capita economic growth with per capita 
income rising to roughly 20 times the income rising to roughly 20 times the 
level of North Korea. South Korea has level of North Korea. South Korea has 
maintained its commitment to maintained its commitment to 
democratize its political processes. In democratize its political processes. In 
June 2000, a historic first NorthJune 2000, a historic first North--South South 
summit took place between the South's summit took place between the South's 
President KIM President KIM DaeDae--jungjung and the North's and the North's 
leader KIM leader KIM ChongChong--ilil. . 
Disputes Disputes -- international:international:
Military Demarcation Line within Military Demarcation Line within 
the 4the 4--km wide Demilitarized Zone km wide Demilitarized Zone 
has separated North from South has separated North from South 
Korea since 1953; Korea since 1953; LiancourtLiancourt Rocks Rocks 
(Take(Take--shima/Tokshima/Tok--do) are disputed do) are disputed 
with Japan 

Korea

with Japan 
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Area:Area:
total:total: 98,480 sq km 98,480 sq km 
land:land: 98,190 sq km 98,190 sq km 
water:water: 290 sq km 290 sq km 
Area Area -- comparative:comparative:
slightly larger than Indiana slightly larger than Indiana 
Land boundaries:Land boundaries:
total:total: 238 km 238 km 
border countries:border countries: North Korea 238 km North Korea 238 km 
Coastline:Coastline:
2,413 km 2,413 km 
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Geography Geography -- note:note:
strategic location on Korea Straitstrategic location on Korea Strait
Natural resources:Natural resources:
coal, tungsten, graphite, molybdenum, lead, coal, tungsten, graphite, molybdenum, lead, 
hydropower potential hydropower potential 
Land use:Land use:
arable land:arable land: 17.44% 17.44% 
permanent crops:permanent crops: 2.05% 2.05% 
other:other: 80.51% (1998 est.) 80.51% (1998 est.) 
Irrigated land:Irrigated land:
11,590 sq km (1998 est.) 11,590 sq km (1998 est.) 
Natural hazards:Natural hazards:
occasional typhoons bring high winds and floods; lowoccasional typhoons bring high winds and floods; low--
level seismic activity common in southwest level seismic activity common in southwest 
Environment Environment -- current issues:current issues:
air pollution in large cities; acid rain; water pollution air pollution in large cities; acid rain; water pollution 
from the discharge of sewage and industrial effluents; from the discharge of sewage and industrial effluents; 
drift net fishing drift net fishing 
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PeoplePeople
Population:Population:
48,289,037 (July 2003 est.) 48,289,037 (July 2003 est.) 
Age structure:Age structure:
00--14 years:14 years: 20.6% (male 5,256,451; female 4,703,853) 20.6% (male 5,256,451; female 4,703,853) 
1515--64 years:64 years: 71.5% (male 17,527,407; female 16,991,229) 71.5% (male 17,527,407; female 16,991,229) 
65 years and over:65 years and over: 7.9% (male 1,512,157; female 2,297,940) 7.9% (male 1,512,157; female 2,297,940) 
(2003 est.) (2003 est.) 
Median age:Median age:
total:total: 33.2 years 33.2 years 
male:male: 32.2 years 32.2 years 
female:female: 34.2 years (2002) 34.2 years (2002) 
Population growth rate:Population growth rate:
0.66% (2003 est.) 0.66% (2003 est.) 
Birth rate:Birth rate:
12.6 births/1,000 population (2003 est.) 12.6 births/1,000 population (2003 est.) 
Death rate:Death rate:
6.03 deaths/1,000 population (2003 est.) 6.03 deaths/1,000 population (2003 est.) 
Net migration rate:Net migration rate:
0 migrant(s)/1,000 population (2003 est.) 0 migrant(s)/1,000 population (2003 est.) 
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Ethnic groups:Ethnic groups: homogeneous homogeneous 
(except for about 20,000 Chinese)(except for about 20,000 Chinese)

Life expectancy at birth:Life expectancy at birth:
total population:total population: 75.36 years 75.36 years 
male:male: 71.73 years 71.73 years 
female:female: 79.32 years (2003 est.) 79.32 years (2003 est.) 
Total fertility rate:Total fertility rate:
1.56 children born/woman (2003 est.) 1.56 children born/woman (2003 est.) 
HIV/AIDS HIV/AIDS -- adult prevalence rate:adult prevalence rate:
less than 0.1% (2001 est.) less than 0.1% (2001 est.) 
HIV/AIDS HIV/AIDS -- people living with HIV/AIDS:people living with HIV/AIDS:
4,000 (2001 est.) 4,000 (2001 est.) 
HIV/AIDS HIV/AIDS -- deaths:deaths:
220 (2001 est.) 220 (2001 est.) 
Nationality:Nationality:
noun:noun: Korean(sKorean(s) ) 
adjective:adjective: Korean Korean 

Religions:Religions:
Christian 49%, Buddhist 47%, Christian 49%, Buddhist 47%, ConfucianistConfucianist
3%, Shamanist, 3%, Shamanist, ChondogyoChondogyo (Religion of the (Religion of the 
Heavenly Way), and other 1% Heavenly Way), and other 1% 
Languages:Languages:
Korean, English widely taught in junior high and high school Korean, English widely taught in junior high and high school 
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Economy Economy -- overview:overview:
As one of the Four Tigers of East Asia, South Korea As one of the Four Tigers of East Asia, South Korea 
has achieved an incredible record of growth and has achieved an incredible record of growth and 
integration into the highintegration into the high--tech modern world economy. tech modern world economy. 
Three decades ago GDP per capita was comparable Three decades ago GDP per capita was comparable 
with levels in the poorer countries of Africa and Asia. with levels in the poorer countries of Africa and Asia. 
Today its GDP per capita is roughly 20 times North Today its GDP per capita is roughly 20 times North 
Korea's and equal to the lesser economies of the Korea's and equal to the lesser economies of the 
European Union. European Union. 
This success through the late 1980s This success through the late 1980s 
was achieved by a system of close was achieved by a system of close 
government/business ties, including government/business ties, including 
directed credit, import restrictions, directed credit, import restrictions, 
sponsorship of specific industries, and sponsorship of specific industries, and 
a strong labor effort. a strong labor effort. 
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Economy Economy -- overview:overview:
The government promoted the import of raw materials The government promoted the import of raw materials 
and technology at the expense of consumer goods and and technology at the expense of consumer goods and 
encouraged savings and investment over consumption. encouraged savings and investment over consumption. 
The Asian financial crisis of 1997The Asian financial crisis of 1997--99 exposed 99 exposed 
longstanding weaknesses in South Korea's longstanding weaknesses in South Korea's 
development model, including high debt/equity ratios, development model, including high debt/equity ratios, 
massive foreign borrowing, and an undisciplined massive foreign borrowing, and an undisciplined 
financial sector. Growth plunged by 6.6% in 1998, then financial sector. Growth plunged by 6.6% in 1998, then 
strongly recovered to 10.8% in 1999 and 9.2% in 2000. strongly recovered to 10.8% in 1999 and 9.2% in 2000. 
Growth fell back to 3.3% in 2001 because of Growth fell back to 3.3% in 2001 because of 
the slowing global economy, falling exports, the slowing global economy, falling exports, 
and the perception that muchand the perception that much--needed needed 
corporate and financial reforms had stalled. corporate and financial reforms had stalled. 
Led by consumer spending and exports, Led by consumer spending and exports, 
growth in 2002 was an impressive 6.2%, growth in 2002 was an impressive 6.2%, 
despite anemic global growth. despite anemic global growth. 
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GDP:GDP: purchasing power paritypurchasing power parity
-- $931 billion (2002 est.) $931 billion (2002 est.) 
GDP GDP -- real growth rate:real growth rate: 6.2% (2002 est.) 6.2% (2002 est.) 
GDP GDP -- per capita:per capita: purchasing power parity purchasing power parity -- $19,400 (2002 est.) $19,400 (2002 est.) 
GDP GDP -- composition by sector:composition by sector:
agriculture:agriculture: 4.4% 4.4% 
industry:industry: 41.6% 41.6% 
services:services: 54% (2002 est.) 54% (2002 est.) 
Population below poverty line:Population below poverty line: 4% (2001 est.) 4% (2001 est.) 
Household income or consumption by percentage share:Household income or consumption by percentage share:
lowest 10%:lowest 10%: 2.6% 2.6% 
highest 10%:highest 10%: 24.8% (1998 est.) 24.8% (1998 est.) 
Distribution of family income Distribution of family income -- GiniGini index:index: 31.6 (1993) 31.6 (1993) 
Inflation rate (consumer prices):Inflation rate (consumer prices): 2.8% (2002 est.) 2.8% (2002 est.) 
Labor force:Labor force: 22 million (2001) 22 million (2001) 
Labor force Labor force -- by occupation:by occupation: services 69%, industry 21.5%, agriculture 9.5% services 69%, industry 21.5%, agriculture 9.5% 
(2001) (2001) 

Unemployment rate:Unemployment rate: 3.1% (2002 est.) 3.1% (2002 est.) 
Budget:Budget:
revenues:revenues: $118.1 billion $118.1 billion 
expenditures:expenditures: $95.7 billion, including capital expenditures of $22.6 billion $95.7 billion, including capital expenditures of $22.6 billion 
(2000) (2000) 
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Industrial production growth rate:Industrial production growth rate:
6.5% (2002 est.)6.5% (2002 est.)

Industries:Industries:
electronics, automobile production, chemicals, shipbuilding, electronics, automobile production, chemicals, shipbuilding, 
steel, textiles, clothing, footwear, food processing steel, textiles, clothing, footwear, food processing 
Electricity Electricity -- production:production: 290.7 billion kWh (2001) 290.7 billion kWh (2001) 
Electricity Electricity -- production by source:production by source: fossil fuel:fossil fuel: 62.4%, 62.4%, hydro:hydro:
0.8%, 0.8%, other:other: 0.2% (2001), 0.2% (2001), nuclear:nuclear: 36.6% 36.6% 
Electricity Electricity -- consumption:consumption: 270.3 billion kWh (2001) 270.3 billion kWh (2001) 
Electricity Electricity -- exports:exports: 0 kWh (2001) 0 kWh (2001) 
Electricity Electricity -- imports:imports: 0 kWh (2001) 0 kWh (2001) 
Oil Oil -- production:production: 0 bbl/day (2001 est.) 0 bbl/day (2001 est.) 
Oil Oil -- consumption:consumption: 2.14 million bbl/day (2001 est.) 2.14 million bbl/day (2001 est.) 
Oil Oil -- exports:exports: 804,700 bbl/day (2001) 804,700 bbl/day (2001) 
Oil Oil -- imports:imports: 2.965 million bbl/day (2001) 2.965 million bbl/day (2001) 
Agriculture Agriculture -- products:products: rice, root crops, barley, vegetables, rice, root crops, barley, vegetables, 
fruit; cattle, pigs, chickens, milk, eggs; fish fruit; cattle, pigs, chickens, milk, eggs; fish 
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Exports:Exports:
$162.6 billion $162.6 billion f.o.b. (2002 est.)f.o.b. (2002 est.)

Exports Exports -- commodities:commodities: electronic products, machinery and electronic products, machinery and 
equipment, motor vehicles, steel, ships; textiles, clothing, equipment, motor vehicles, steel, ships; textiles, clothing, 
footwear; fish footwear; fish 
Exports Exports -- partners:partners: US 20.2%, China 14.6%, Japan 9.3%, Hong US 20.2%, China 14.6%, Japan 9.3%, Hong 
Kong 6.2%, Taiwan 4.1% (2002) Kong 6.2%, Taiwan 4.1% (2002) 
Imports:Imports: $148.4 billion f.o.b. (2002 est.) $148.4 billion f.o.b. (2002 est.) 
Imports Imports -- commodities:commodities: machinery, electronics and electronic machinery, electronics and electronic 
equipment, oil, steel, transport equipment, textiles, organic equipment, oil, steel, transport equipment, textiles, organic 
chemicals, grains chemicals, grains 
Imports Imports -- partners:partners: Japan 19.5%, US 14.9%, China 10.9%, Saudi Japan 19.5%, US 14.9%, China 10.9%, Saudi 
Arabia 5.0%, Australia 3.9% (2002) Arabia 5.0%, Australia 3.9% (2002) 

Debt Debt -- external:external: $135.2 billion (2001) $135.2 billion (2001) 
Currency:Currency: South Korean won (KRW) South Korean won (KRW) 
Currency code:Currency code: KRW KRW 
Exchange rates:Exchange rates: South Korean won per US dollar South Korean won per US dollar -- 1,251.09 1,251.09 
(2002), 1,290.99 (2001), 1,130.96 (2000), 1,188.82 (1999), (2002), 1,290.99 (2001), 1,130.96 (2000), 1,188.82 (1999), 
1,401.44 (1998) 1,401.44 (1998) 
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Business Culture Guide to Business Culture Guide to 
South Korea South Korea 

Appointment Alert!Appointment Alert! Making appointments Making appointments 
Business DressBusiness Dress Guidelines for business dressGuidelines for business dress
ConversationConversation Welcome topics of Welcome topics of 
conversation  conversation  
First Name or Title?First Name or Title? Addressing others with Addressing others with 
respect  respect  
Gift GivingGift Giving Selecting and presenting an Selecting and presenting an 
appropriate business gift  appropriate business gift  
Let's Make a Deal! Let's Make a Deal! What you should know What you should know 
before negotiating  before negotiating  
Prosperous Entertaining Prosperous Entertaining Entertaining for Entertaining for 
business success  business success  

http://www.executiveplanet.com/business-culture-in/132166436472.html
http://www.executiveplanet.com/business-culture-in/132166291584.html
http://www.executiveplanet.com/business-culture-in/132166234632.html
http://www.executiveplanet.com/business-culture-in/132166401011.html
http://www.executiveplanet.com/business-culture-in/133546968117.html
http://www.executiveplanet.com/business-culture-in/132174972056.html
http://www.executiveplanet.com/business-culture-in/132174474220.html
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Appointment Alert!Appointment Alert!
Making appointmentsMaking appointments

South Korean business people, particularly South Korean business people, particularly 
top executives, are extremely busy and their top executives, are extremely busy and their 
crowded schedules may cause them to be a crowded schedules may cause them to be a 
few minutes late for appointments. Do not few minutes late for appointments. Do not 
express anger or annoyance if your contact is express anger or annoyance if your contact is 
late for an appointment. Business travelers, late for an appointment. Business travelers, 
however, should always arrive on time.however, should always arrive on time.
The best times for business meetings are The best times for business meetings are 
usually 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. usually 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. 
to 3:00 p.m. Prior appointments are necessary. to 3:00 p.m. Prior appointments are necessary. 
Business dinners are common, and meetings Business dinners are common, and meetings 
may take place in a local coffee shop. may take place in a local coffee shop. 
Business breakfasts, however, are rare. Business breakfasts, however, are rare. 
Generally, business hours are 9:00 a.m. to Generally, business hours are 9:00 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, and 9 a.m. 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, and 9 a.m. 
to to toto 1 p.m. on Saturday.1 p.m. on Saturday.
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Appointment Alert!Appointment Alert!
Punctuality expected Punctuality expected 

Korean businesspeople vacation from midKorean businesspeople vacation from mid--
July to midJuly to mid--August, so avoid trying to August, so avoid trying to 
schedule appointments at this time of the schedule appointments at this time of the 
year. Other inconvenient times include early year. Other inconvenient times include early 
October, a time of many holidays, and October, a time of many holidays, and 
Christmas time.Christmas time.
When entering a group meeting, the senior When entering a group meeting, the senior 
member of your party should enter the member of your party should enter the 
conference room first, then the next highest conference room first, then the next highest 
ranking person, and so on. Moreover, the ranking person, and so on. Moreover, the 
Koreans will be lined up inside in order of Koreans will be lined up inside in order of 
importance.importance.
Punctuality is also expected at social events.Punctuality is also expected at social events.
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Business DressBusiness Dress
Guidelines for business dressGuidelines for business dress
Conservative dress prevails in South Conservative dress prevails in South 
Korean business culture.Korean business culture.
Subdued, conservative colors are Subdued, conservative colors are 
considered the most appropriate considered the most appropriate 
choices. Bright colors are not choices. Bright colors are not 
recommended. recommended. 
Avoid wearing yellow or pink.Avoid wearing yellow or pink.
In business settings, standard attire In business settings, standard attire 
for men includes a dark suit, white for men includes a dark suit, white 
shirt, and conservative tie.shirt, and conservative tie.
Shorts should not be worn in public.Shorts should not be worn in public.
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Business DressBusiness Dress
Guidelines for business dressGuidelines for business dress
Women typically wear very conservative Women typically wear very conservative 
skirt and blouse combinations or skirt and blouse combinations or 
business dresses. Since many people sit business dresses. Since many people sit 
on the floor in homes and restaurants, on the floor in homes and restaurants, 
tight skirts are best avoided. tight skirts are best avoided. 
Pants and pantsuits for women have not Pants and pantsuits for women have not 
gained as much acceptance here. gained as much acceptance here. 
Sleeveless tops and miniskirts are Sleeveless tops and miniskirts are 
considered unacceptable in most considered unacceptable in most 
settings. Dress modestly, even for very settings. Dress modestly, even for very 
informal occasions, since revealing informal occasions, since revealing 
clothing for women is perceived as a sign clothing for women is perceived as a sign 
of poor character in this culture.of poor character in this culture.
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Welcome topics of conversationWelcome topics of conversation

You may be asked extremely personal questions You may be asked extremely personal questions 
regarding your age, salary, education, religion, and regarding your age, salary, education, religion, and 
family life. If you don't want to answer, remain polite family life. If you don't want to answer, remain polite 
but try to gracefully side step such questions. In most but try to gracefully side step such questions. In most 
cases, people make these inquiries because they think cases, people make these inquiries because they think 
that they can establish rapport by finding common that they can establish rapport by finding common 
denominators. These questions may also be asked to denominators. These questions may also be asked to 
determine your statusdetermine your status----which means everything in which means everything in 
South Korean business culture.South Korean business culture.
Modesty is very important in South Korea. When you Modesty is very important in South Korea. When you 
are paid a compliment during a conversation, respond are paid a compliment during a conversation, respond 
by insisting that you are not worthy of such praise. by insisting that you are not worthy of such praise. 
Regardless, do not acknowledge a compliment by Regardless, do not acknowledge a compliment by 
saying saying ““thank youthank you”” or otherwise affirming it. This or otherwise affirming it. This 
practice should not stop you from complimenting practice should not stop you from complimenting 
another person, however, since these comments are another person, however, since these comments are 
still very much appreciated.still very much appreciated.
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Welcome topics of conversationWelcome topics of conversation

Generally, Koreans have an intense pride in their country Generally, Koreans have an intense pride in their country 
and a rich sense of its history. Consequently, it is and a rich sense of its history. Consequently, it is 
important that you make every effort not to confuse the important that you make every effort not to confuse the 
history and culture of Korea with other Asian countries, history and culture of Korea with other Asian countries, 
especially Japan. Moreover, do not bring gifts from Japan especially Japan. Moreover, do not bring gifts from Japan 
or make any mention of your contacts or travels there.or make any mention of your contacts or travels there.

Answer questions affirmatively Answer questions affirmatively 
and in the most positive way, and in the most positive way, 
even when you have to deliver even when you have to deliver 
negative information.negative information.
Be concise and direct in your response. When you are Be concise and direct in your response. When you are 
asked a question, remember that asked a question, remember that ““less is moreless is more””, so get , so get 
right to the point.right to the point.
Tone down hand motions and facial expressions when Tone down hand motions and facial expressions when 
talking. Moreover, being too animated is frowned upon.talking. Moreover, being too animated is frowned upon.
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ConversationConversation

South Korea's cultural heritageSouth Korea's cultural heritage
South Korea's economic successSouth Korea's economic success
South Korea's international South Korea's international 
accomplishmentsaccomplishments
sports [especially the Olympics and sports [especially the Olympics and 
the World Cup]the World Cup]
the health of the other's family [health the health of the other's family [health 
onlyonly----all other questions related to all other questions related to 
family are considered intrusive]family are considered intrusive]
personal hobbiespersonal hobbies
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Topics to AvoidTopics to Avoid

Korean politics/local politics [often Korean politics/local politics [often 
reluctant by the businessmen for reluctant by the businessmen for 
reasons of personal security]reasons of personal security]
The Korean WarThe Korean War
SocialismSocialism
CommunismCommunism
Japan/your travels and contacts in Japan/your travels and contacts in 
JapanJapan
your host's wifeyour host's wife
personal family matterspersonal family matters
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Addressing others with respectAddressing others with respect

Address people by their title alone or by both Address people by their title alone or by both 
their title and their family name. Wait for their title and their family name. Wait for 
permission before using first names.permission before using first names.
Korean names are different from Western Korean names are different from Western 
names. A person has, in the following order, a names. A person has, in the following order, a 
family name, a generational or clan name, family name, a generational or clan name, 
and also a given name. You'll probably find and also a given name. You'll probably find 
that Western naming patterns are equally that Western naming patterns are equally 
confusing to South Koreans.confusing to South Koreans.
Korean family names tend to be oneKorean family names tend to be one--syllable, syllable, 
while generational names are more likely to while generational names are more likely to 
be twobe two--syllables.syllables.
You may meet several people at once with You may meet several people at once with 
the last name of 'Kim': nearly a quarter of the the last name of 'Kim': nearly a quarter of the 
population has this last name.population has this last name.
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Addressing others with respectAddressing others with respect

The most common family names are Kim, Park, The most common family names are Kim, Park, 
and Lee. These names can be transliterated into and Lee. These names can be transliterated into 
English in various ways: Lee in English might be English in various ways: Lee in English might be 
RheeRhee, Li or Lee., Li or Lee.
Married women will retain their maiden names. Married women will retain their maiden names. 
But if you do not know a woman's maiden name, But if you do not know a woman's maiden name, 
you may refer to her as 'Madame' with her you may refer to her as 'Madame' with her 
husband's family name.husband's family name.
When writing letters, address the When writing letters, address the 
recipient as 'To my respected' with recipient as 'To my respected' with 
the title and full name. Writing the the title and full name. Writing the 
family name by itself is not family name by itself is not 
sufficient.sufficient.
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an appropriate business giftan appropriate business gift

Giving gifts to acquire favors is a common Giving gifts to acquire favors is a common 
practice in the workplace, and reciprocity is practice in the workplace, and reciprocity is 
expected. expected. 
While your gift will demonstrate your While your gift will demonstrate your 
thoughtfulness, where it was made is also of thoughtfulness, where it was made is also of 
crucial importance. Be sure that your gift was crucial importance. Be sure that your gift was 
made in your own country rather than in made in your own country rather than in 
Japan or South Korea.Japan or South Korea.
Gift giving is often practiced in a business Gift giving is often practiced in a business 
setting. Good gifts for a first trip include setting. Good gifts for a first trip include 
office items with your company logo or office items with your company logo or 
something that is commemorative of your something that is commemorative of your 
home region. Your gift should be of good home region. Your gift should be of good 
quality, but modestly priced. quality, but modestly priced. 
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Selecting a business giftSelecting a business gift

When you plan to give a gift to several people within When you plan to give a gift to several people within 
an organization, be sure to give a gift of greater value an organization, be sure to give a gift of greater value 
to the senior person. The gifts you present to that to the senior person. The gifts you present to that 
person's subordinates may be similar, as long as they person's subordinates may be similar, as long as they 
are of lesser value than the one you give to their are of lesser value than the one you give to their 
superior.superior.

A gift of money should be put A gift of money should be put 
in an envelope.in an envelope.
When visiting a family, suitable gifts include crafts When visiting a family, suitable gifts include crafts 
from your home region, fruit, chocolates, imported from your home region, fruit, chocolates, imported 
coffee or quality tea, such as ginseng. Liquor may be coffee or quality tea, such as ginseng. Liquor may be 
given to a man but never to a woman.given to a man but never to a woman.
Expect initial resistance to receiving a gift. This Expect initial resistance to receiving a gift. This 
reluctance is considered good manners, so be reluctance is considered good manners, so be 
persistent.persistent.
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presenting a business giftpresenting a business gift

Use both of your hands when giving or receiving a gift. Gifts Use both of your hands when giving or receiving a gift. Gifts 
are not opened in the presence of the giver. are not opened in the presence of the giver. 
Whenever a person receives a gift, it is customary for the Whenever a person receives a gift, it is customary for the 
recipient to give another gift of similar value in return. recipient to give another gift of similar value in return. 
Therefore, when you give a gift, ensure that is compatible Therefore, when you give a gift, ensure that is compatible 
with the recipient's economic means, because if he or she with the recipient's economic means, because if he or she 
cannot reciprocate, 'loss of face' will result. Similarly, if yocannot reciprocate, 'loss of face' will result. Similarly, if you u 
receive a gift that is far too extravagant for you to receive a gift that is far too extravagant for you to 
reciprocate, send it back, being very careful not to offend the reciprocate, send it back, being very careful not to offend the 
sender. You can explain that you are very flattered, but sender. You can explain that you are very flattered, but 
cannot accept such generosity.cannot accept such generosity.

If you receive a gift depicting a dragon, If you receive a gift depicting a dragon, 
consider it as a compliment. South consider it as a compliment. South 
Koreans consider dragons to be signs Koreans consider dragons to be signs 
of respect and good luck, as well as a of respect and good luck, as well as a 
way of keeping away evil spirits.way of keeping away evil spirits.
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Presenting business cardsPresenting business cards

Bring a plentiful supply of business cards, since the Bring a plentiful supply of business cards, since the 
people you encounter in your dealings will be keen to people you encounter in your dealings will be keen to 
exchange them. In fact, many business travelers to exchange them. In fact, many business travelers to 
South Korea have found that they can never have too South Korea have found that they can never have too 
many. Moreover, you and your new acquaintances will many. Moreover, you and your new acquaintances will 
risk risk ““losing facelosing face”” if you do not have cards to present if you do not have cards to present 
during introductions.during introductions.
Have the reverse side of your card translated into Have the reverse side of your card translated into 
Korean.Korean.
Since you will be judged according to your status, your Since you will be judged according to your status, your 
title should be emphasized on your business card. This title should be emphasized on your business card. This 
gives the recipient an idea of your job responsibility gives the recipient an idea of your job responsibility 
and assists him or her in determining the amount of and assists him or her in determining the amount of 
decisiondecision--making authority you have. Most importantly, making authority you have. Most importantly, 
knowing your title assists your contact in matching knowing your title assists your contact in matching 
you with a person who is of similar rank.you with a person who is of similar rank.
Present your business card with your right Present your business card with your right 
hand.hand.
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DonDon’’t t Write on a business card Write on a business card 

When you receive another person's card, make a show When you receive another person's card, make a show 
of carefully examining it for a few moments and then of carefully examining it for a few moments and then 
remarking upon it before putting it in your card case or remarking upon it before putting it in your card case or 
on a nearby table. Be aware that accepting a business on a nearby table. Be aware that accepting a business 
card and then immediately stuffing it into your back card and then immediately stuffing it into your back 
pocket will be perceived as disrespectful.pocket will be perceived as disrespectful.
In this culture, it is considered important to keep In this culture, it is considered important to keep 
business cards in immaculate condition. Investing in a business cards in immaculate condition. Investing in a 
business card case will allow your cards to stay well business card case will allow your cards to stay well 
preserved.preserved.

Writing on a business card is Writing on a business card is 
perceived as a sign of disrespect.perceived as a sign of disrespect.
Contacts are important here, since South Koreans tend Contacts are important here, since South Koreans tend 
to be suspicious of people they do not know or those to be suspicious of people they do not know or those 
with whom they do not have mutual contact. Try to with whom they do not have mutual contact. Try to 
obtain a personal introduction.obtain a personal introduction.
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Send your proposal firstSend your proposal first

Before your visit, it can be a good idea to send your Before your visit, it can be a good idea to send your 
proposals for your contact to preview. proposals for your contact to preview. 
When selecting your negotiating team, make the effort to When selecting your negotiating team, make the effort to 
find out who will be the participants in the South Korean find out who will be the participants in the South Korean 
delegation. Then, ensure that the people you choose to delegation. Then, ensure that the people you choose to 
represent your side match the rank of the South Korean represent your side match the rank of the South Korean 
members, since status is very important, and a mismatch members, since status is very important, and a mismatch 
may prove embarrassing to both sides. Generally, your may prove embarrassing to both sides. Generally, your 
representatives should be older and hold senior positions. representatives should be older and hold senior positions. 
Be aware that personal relationships generally take Be aware that personal relationships generally take 
precedence over business. The first meeting should be solely precedence over business. The first meeting should be solely 
for the purpose of getting to know your counterpart and for the purpose of getting to know your counterpart and 
establishing rapport. Expect tea to be served at the establishing rapport. Expect tea to be served at the 
beginning of the meeting, and make a point of accepting this beginning of the meeting, and make a point of accepting this 
offering of hospitality. Keep a formal demeanor as long as offering of hospitality. Keep a formal demeanor as long as 
your counterpart does, and refrain from appearing overly your counterpart does, and refrain from appearing overly 
friendly.friendly.
Expect to make several trips to South Korea before Expect to make several trips to South Korea before 
reaching an agreement.reaching an agreement.
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Remain sincere and honest Remain sincere and honest 
Wait to be invited before entering an office or seating Wait to be invited before entering an office or seating 
yourself.yourself.
Meetings always begin with some preliminary Meetings always begin with some preliminary ““small talk.small talk.””
Allow the person with whom you are meeting to initiate the Allow the person with whom you are meeting to initiate the 
business discussion.business discussion.
A respectful rapport is the basis for a successful business A respectful rapport is the basis for a successful business 
relationship in South Korea. To solidify this rapport, it's relationship in South Korea. To solidify this rapport, it's 
important that you remain sincere and honest in your important that you remain sincere and honest in your 
business dealings. Moreover, meet face to face and keep in business dealings. Moreover, meet face to face and keep in 
touch after your trip by mail and telephone. touch after your trip by mail and telephone. 
Negotiations tend to be very aggressive in tone, and Negotiations tend to be very aggressive in tone, and 
punctuated by emotional outbursts; there is usually less of punctuated by emotional outbursts; there is usually less of 
an emphasis on logic and practical matters such as costs. an emphasis on logic and practical matters such as costs. 
You may find that your South Korean counterparts can be You may find that your South Korean counterparts can be 
very frank and quick to express anger and frustration. very frank and quick to express anger and frustration. 
Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to take everything said Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to take everything said 
during these meetings literally, and you should strive to during these meetings literally, and you should strive to 
maintain your composure and patience. Maintaining a solid, maintain your composure and patience. Maintaining a solid, 
cordial personal relationship with the South Korean side will cordial personal relationship with the South Korean side will 
help you get through the difficulties you may face during the help you get through the difficulties you may face during the 
negotiating process.negotiating process.
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being flexiblebeing flexible

Your first bid should be one that will leave Your first bid should be one that will leave 
plenty of room for negotiation. Meanwhile, the plenty of room for negotiation. Meanwhile, the 
starting positions of your South Korean starting positions of your South Korean 
counterparts may appear far too unrealistic, counterparts may appear far too unrealistic, 
but they will be prepared to compromise. This but they will be prepared to compromise. This 
way, both sides leave appearing to have way, both sides leave appearing to have 
gained significant ground.gained significant ground.
Although it's important to have a firm position, Although it's important to have a firm position, 
insisting on having your own way, with no insisting on having your own way, with no 
flexibility, will be viewed unfavorably by your flexibility, will be viewed unfavorably by your 
Korean counterparts. Moreover, appearing to Korean counterparts. Moreover, appearing to 
be in a hurry also puts you at a disadvantage. be in a hurry also puts you at a disadvantage. 
Nevertheless, being flexible does not imply Nevertheless, being flexible does not imply 
giving in to unreasonable demands.giving in to unreasonable demands.
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Be patient with delaysBe patient with delays

Business tends to be conducted at a slower Business tends to be conducted at a slower 
pace than in North America or Europe. Be pace than in North America or Europe. Be 
patient with delays in decisionpatient with delays in decision--making. Often, making. Often, 
this is a stalling tactic to this is a stalling tactic to ““wear downwear down”” the the 
other side. other side. 
If your contacts do not speak for what you If your contacts do not speak for what you 
may consider to be a long time [15may consider to be a long time [15--30 30 
seconds], it is likely that they are giving seconds], it is likely that they are giving 
careful consideration to what they've just careful consideration to what they've just 
heard.heard.
South Korean business culture tends to be South Korean business culture tends to be 
conservative and have a strong work ethic. conservative and have a strong work ethic. 
Generally, harmony and structure are Generally, harmony and structure are 
emphasized over innovation and emphasized over innovation and 
experimentation.experimentation.
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associative and subjective thinkingassociative and subjective thinking

South Korea is a culture that is closed to South Korea is a culture that is closed to 
many foreign influences. The country's many foreign influences. The country's 
educational system emphasizes associative educational system emphasizes associative 
and subjective thinking. Generally, personal and subjective thinking. Generally, personal 
involvement, rather than guidance from a involvement, rather than guidance from a 
specific set of rules or laws, is a key factor in specific set of rules or laws, is a key factor in 
problem solving.problem solving.
For South Koreans, perceptions of the truth For South Koreans, perceptions of the truth 
tend to be rooted in personal feelings; tend to be rooted in personal feelings; 
nationalism can also influence their thinking. nationalism can also influence their thinking. 
Nevertheless, objective facts are also Nevertheless, objective facts are also 
becoming common factors in negotiations.becoming common factors in negotiations.
Confucianism is strongly observed in this Confucianism is strongly observed in this 
society. society. 
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an inherent trust in peoplean inherent trust in people
South Korea is a collectivist culture, so the group, rather South Korea is a collectivist culture, so the group, rather 
than the individual, prevails. Decisions are made with the than the individual, prevails. Decisions are made with the 
consensus of the group, and deference is given to the consensus of the group, and deference is given to the 
oldest or most senior member. Loyalties to family oldest or most senior member. Loyalties to family 
typically overrule those to friends, neighbors, or the state. typically overrule those to friends, neighbors, or the state. 
Nevertheless, WesternNevertheless, Western--style individualism is becoming style individualism is becoming 
more of an apparent influence more of an apparent influence 
There tends to be an inherent trust in people There tends to be an inherent trust in people 
because of the homogeneity of the populace and because of the homogeneity of the populace and 
social pressure. Consequently, there is a strong social pressure. Consequently, there is a strong 
feeling of interdependency among members of a feeling of interdependency among members of a 
group or business. group or business. 
Respect and deference are directed from Respect and deference are directed from 
the younger to the older, and authority the younger to the older, and authority 
and responsibility from the older to the and responsibility from the older to the 
younger. younger. 
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treat the elderly with respecttreat the elderly with respect

Always treat the elderly with respect. Always treat the elderly with respect. 
Make a point of acknowledging them Make a point of acknowledging them 
first in a group. If you meet in a first in a group. If you meet in a 
doorway, it's common courtesy to doorway, it's common courtesy to 
allow the older person to pass through allow the older person to pass through 
first. Moreover, do not smoke or wear first. Moreover, do not smoke or wear 
sunglasses in their presence.sunglasses in their presence.
Younger executives can be easier to Younger executives can be easier to 
negotiate with, since they will often follow negotiate with, since they will often follow 
more Westernized patterns. Although the more Westernized patterns. Although the 
country may appear modernized, traditional country may appear modernized, traditional 
values remain very important, especially with values remain very important, especially with 
the older generation.the older generation.
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prevent prevent ““losing facelosing face””

““Saving faceSaving face”” is an important concept to understand is an important concept to understand 
and in South Korean business culture, a person's and in South Korean business culture, a person's 
reputation and social standing rests on this concept. reputation and social standing rests on this concept. 
Keep your cool and refrain from showing that you are Keep your cool and refrain from showing that you are 
upset. By remaining calm at all times, you will be upset. By remaining calm at all times, you will be 
perceived as being able to control your emotions, perceived as being able to control your emotions, 
rather than allowing them to control you. Causing rather than allowing them to control you. Causing 
embarrassment or loss of composure, even embarrassment or loss of composure, even 
unintentionally, can seriously harm business unintentionally, can seriously harm business 
negotiations. Moreover, refrain from criticizing your negotiations. Moreover, refrain from criticizing your 
competition or admitting that you do not know the competition or admitting that you do not know the 
answer to a questionanswer to a question
You must do everything you can to You must do everything you can to 
prevent the occurrence of prevent the occurrence of ““losing facelosing face””, , 
that is, losing control of your emotions that is, losing control of your emotions 
or otherwise causing embarrassment. or otherwise causing embarrassment. 
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What you should know before negotiatingWhat you should know before negotiating

There is often a reluctance to give a direct answer of 'no.' There is often a reluctance to give a direct answer of 'no.' 
Sucking in air through your teeth is one way to signal a Sucking in air through your teeth is one way to signal a 
definite answer of 'no.' In South Korean business culture, definite answer of 'no.' In South Korean business culture, 
this sound is used to indicate that there is a serious problem, this sound is used to indicate that there is a serious problem, 
even if on the surface, what is being said sounds positive. A even if on the surface, what is being said sounds positive. A 
lukewarm response such as 'maybe', accompanied by lukewarm response such as 'maybe', accompanied by 
squinting of the eyes or tipping the head back may also be squinting of the eyes or tipping the head back may also be 
used to disguise a 'no' answer.used to disguise a 'no' answer.
A 'yes' answer should not always be taken literally. As A 'yes' answer should not always be taken literally. As 
a facea face--saving measure, South Koreans will often give saving measure, South Koreans will often give 
the answer they think the questioner wants to hear the answer they think the questioner wants to hear 
and say 'yes' when they don't actually mean it. For and say 'yes' when they don't actually mean it. For 
example, a 'yes' may be used to disguise a nonexample, a 'yes' may be used to disguise a non--
committal response such as 'I'll think about it' or an committal response such as 'I'll think about it' or an 
outright 'no.' It is considered more important to outright 'no.' It is considered more important to 
maintain harmony and good will than to give a candid maintain harmony and good will than to give a candid 
answer that causes distress. You will have to be alert answer that causes distress. You will have to be alert 
to subtleties in conversation to help discern the to subtleties in conversation to help discern the 
sincerity of the response.sincerity of the response.
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What you should know before negotiatingWhat you should know before negotiating

One effective way of conducting a presentation is to One effective way of conducting a presentation is to 
break your information up into small segments, break your information up into small segments, 
frequently pausing for question and answer periods. frequently pausing for question and answer periods. 
You may face extensive questioning, so remain patient. You may face extensive questioning, so remain patient. 
It's also an asset to recap the main points at the It's also an asset to recap the main points at the 
beginning and the end.beginning and the end.
Since smoking is very common in South Since smoking is very common in South 
Korea, it will be greatly appreciated if you Korea, it will be greatly appreciated if you 
allow for cigarette breaks when running allow for cigarette breaks when running 
meetings or conducting lengthy presentations. meetings or conducting lengthy presentations. 
Even if the chief negotiator does not speak Even if the chief negotiator does not speak 
English, make a point of addressing him English, make a point of addressing him 
occasionally. occasionally. 
Since triangles have negative connotations in Since triangles have negative connotations in 
this culture, these shapes should be avoided this culture, these shapes should be avoided 
in your promotional material or visual aids.in your promotional material or visual aids.
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What you should know before negotiatingWhat you should know before negotiating

During a meeting or presentation, you will have to take the During a meeting or presentation, you will have to take the 
initiative to discern if your audience understands you. initiative to discern if your audience understands you. 
Silence can be one sign that you are not being understood. Silence can be one sign that you are not being understood. 
Since 'saving face' is so important in this culture, people willSince 'saving face' is so important in this culture, people will
not admit in front of others that they are having difficulties. not admit in front of others that they are having difficulties. If If 
you sense that your listeners do not understand, rephrase you sense that your listeners do not understand, rephrase 
your statement or inquire if they would like more information. your statement or inquire if they would like more information. 
The use of a translator is recommended to avoid The use of a translator is recommended to avoid 
misunderstandings.misunderstandings.
While South Koreans may read and write English, the While South Koreans may read and write English, the 
general level of understanding the spoken word can be general level of understanding the spoken word can be 
quite low. In addition to having a translator, it is an quite low. In addition to having a translator, it is an 
asset to provide documentation for what you will be asset to provide documentation for what you will be 
presenting. This will help your audience to follow along presenting. This will help your audience to follow along 
and better understand what you are trying to and better understand what you are trying to 
communicate.communicate.
There are clearly differentiated sex roles in society There are clearly differentiated sex roles in society 
and men dominate in public situations, but there is and men dominate in public situations, but there is 
also a strong feminist movement. also a strong feminist movement. 
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South Koreans are used to dealing with men in South Koreans are used to dealing with men in 
decisiondecision--making roles. Consequently, female business making roles. Consequently, female business 
travelers may find certain situations awkward or travelers may find certain situations awkward or 
uncomfortable. uncomfortable. 
It is still rare to have women participate in business in It is still rare to have women participate in business in 
South Korea and female business travelers may have South Korea and female business travelers may have 
to overcome some initial hesitancy. If women will be to overcome some initial hesitancy. If women will be 
part of your negotiating team, it is important that you part of your negotiating team, it is important that you 
tell your contact, since the South Korean side may tell your contact, since the South Korean side may 
need some time to accept this arrangement.need some time to accept this arrangement.
A Korean man has a higher social A Korean man has a higher social 
status than a Korean woman. You may status than a Korean woman. You may 
even observe women opening doors for even observe women opening doors for 
men and allowing them to pass men and allowing them to pass 
through first. Western women, however, through first. Western women, however, 
are not expected to follow this customare not expected to follow this custom
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Let's Make a Deal! Let's Make a Deal! 
What you should know before negotiating What you should know before negotiating 

Generally, Koreans have an intense pride in their Generally, Koreans have an intense pride in their 
country and a rich sense of its history. country and a rich sense of its history. 
Consequently, it is important that you make Consequently, it is important that you make 
every effort not to confuse the history and every effort not to confuse the history and 
culture of Korea with other Asian countries, culture of Korea with other Asian countries, 
especially Japan. Moreover, do not bring gifts especially Japan. Moreover, do not bring gifts 
from Japan or make any mention of your from Japan or make any mention of your 
contacts or travels there.contacts or travels there.
An executive may not call you back immediately An executive may not call you back immediately 
when you notify his or her office of a problem. when you notify his or her office of a problem. 
South Korean employees can be very protective South Korean employees can be very protective 
of their bosses, and often wait until the of their bosses, and often wait until the 
propitious moment to bring up any bad news. propitious moment to bring up any bad news. 
Criticism of any kind should be done in Criticism of any kind should be done in 
private.private.
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Let's Make a Deal! Let's Make a Deal! 
What you should know before negotiating What you should know before negotiating 

Presidents, supervisors, and managers tend to have more Presidents, supervisors, and managers tend to have more 
power over their subordinates than they might have in a power over their subordinates than they might have in a 
similar Western organization. So ingrained is Confucian similar Western organization. So ingrained is Confucian 
respect for seniors, that it is difficult for a Korean to criticrespect for seniors, that it is difficult for a Korean to criticize ize 
or go against what his or her senior thinks or wants. or go against what his or her senior thinks or wants. 
Consequently, subordinates have little choice but to follow Consequently, subordinates have little choice but to follow 
their seniors' instructions.their seniors' instructions.
Presidents, especially those in larger organizations, typically Presidents, especially those in larger organizations, typically 
delegate responsibility. Be aware that when you are delegate responsibility. Be aware that when you are 
introduced to people in high positions, they will sometimes introduced to people in high positions, they will sometimes 
know little about your particular project, and will refer you toknow little about your particular project, and will refer you to
the appropriate person. Presidents and supervisors will often the appropriate person. Presidents and supervisors will often 
trust dependable subordinates, so it is important not to trust dependable subordinates, so it is important not to 
offend or ignore the lower ranks.offend or ignore the lower ranks.

South Koreans often prefer to South Koreans often prefer to 
reach a general agreement, and reach a general agreement, and 
then work out the details later.then work out the details later.
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Let's Make a Deal! Let's Make a Deal! 
What you should know before negotiating What you should know before negotiating 

Misunderstandings often arise over the issue of contracts Misunderstandings often arise over the issue of contracts 
because, at least traditionally, South Koreans and because, at least traditionally, South Koreans and 
Westerners have had a different interpretation of them. To Westerners have had a different interpretation of them. To 
some South Koreans, a contract is only a general guide for some South Koreans, a contract is only a general guide for 
conducting business; a change of conditions may invalidate conducting business; a change of conditions may invalidate 
the details of a particular contract. Other South Korean the details of a particular contract. Other South Korean 
businesspeople may still have the perception that a contract businesspeople may still have the perception that a contract 
is not as important as the interpersonal relationship between is not as important as the interpersonal relationship between 
the two parties and that an agreement made between two the two parties and that an agreement made between two 
people who do not trust each other has little value. people who do not trust each other has little value. 
Nevertheless, an increasing number of South Koreans now Nevertheless, an increasing number of South Koreans now 
realize that contracts are legally binding. It is necessary to realize that contracts are legally binding. It is necessary to 
be aware how your Korean counterparts view these be aware how your Korean counterparts view these 
documents, and that you both feel the same way about the documents, and that you both feel the same way about the 
contract in question.contract in question.

Do not sign a contract or write a Do not sign a contract or write a 
person's name in red ink, since this person's name in red ink, since this 
indicates that the person is deceased.indicates that the person is deceased.
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DISASTER PREPAREDNESS:DISASTER PREPAREDNESS:
Legally, North and South Korea remain in a Legally, North and South Korea remain in a 
state of war. Peace has been maintained on state of war. Peace has been maintained on 
the Korean peninsula under an Armistice for the Korean peninsula under an Armistice for 
nearly 50 years. Recently, political, economic, nearly 50 years. Recently, political, economic, 
and social contacts between North and South and social contacts between North and South 
Korea have increased significantly. However, Korea have increased significantly. However, 
the possibility of military hostilities that could the possibility of military hostilities that could 
necessitate the evacuation of U.S. citizens necessitate the evacuation of U.S. citizens 
from South Korea cannot be excluded.from South Korea cannot be excluded.
To provide enhanced protection to the dependents of U.S. militarTo provide enhanced protection to the dependents of U.S. military y 
service members and to civilian Department of Defense (DOD) service members and to civilian Department of Defense (DOD) 
employees and their families, DOD provides protective gas masks employees and their families, DOD provides protective gas masks 
and hoods to its noncombatant community in the Republic of Koreaand hoods to its noncombatant community in the Republic of Korea. . 
In addition, the U.S. Embassy provides the same level of protectIn addition, the U.S. Embassy provides the same level of protection ion 
to its U.S. citizen personnel and their dependents. The gas maskto its U.S. citizen personnel and their dependents. The gas masks s 
and hoods provide the most fundamental level of protection in anand hoods provide the most fundamental level of protection in an
emergency in which chemical substances are present. emergency in which chemical substances are present. 
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TRAFFIC SAFETY AND TRAFFIC SAFETY AND 
ROAD CONDITIONS:ROAD CONDITIONS:

Safety of Public Transportation: Good Safety of Public Transportation: Good 
Urban Road Conditions/Maintenance: Good Urban Road Conditions/Maintenance: Good 
Rural Road Conditions/Maintenance: Good Rural Road Conditions/Maintenance: Good 
Availability of Roadside/Ambulance Availability of Roadside/Ambulance 
Assistance: Good (However, assistance Assistance: Good (However, assistance 
personnel may not be able to speak English.)personnel may not be able to speak English.)
Although South Korean roads are well paved, traffic lights Although South Korean roads are well paved, traffic lights 
function and most drivers comply with basic traffic laws, the function and most drivers comply with basic traffic laws, the 
ROK has a significantly higher traffic fatality rate than the ROK has a significantly higher traffic fatality rate than the 
United States. Causes of accidents include excessive speed, United States. Causes of accidents include excessive speed, 
frequent lanefrequent lane--changes, running of red lights, aggressive buschanges, running of red lights, aggressive bus--
drivers, and weaving motorcyclists. Pedestrians should be drivers, and weaving motorcyclists. Pedestrians should be 
aware that motorcycles are sometimes driven on the aware that motorcycles are sometimes driven on the 
sidewalks and drivers of all types of vehicles do not always sidewalks and drivers of all types of vehicles do not always 
yield to pedestrians in marked pedestrian crosswalks. It is yield to pedestrians in marked pedestrian crosswalks. It is 
safer to use pedestrian underpasses and overpasses where safer to use pedestrian underpasses and overpasses where 
available. available. 
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